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Face tattoos, once limited to only a very small group of
people, have gained new popularity thanks to today’s
rappers-but some artists are reluctant to make such a

permanent change to a client’s appearance. In New York’s
East Village, some of the would-be customers entering tattoo
parlors are still teenagers-some of them have never even had
any body art, but nevertheless want to indelibly inscribe
something on their face. “Of late, it has become a very big
trend because of what they see on TV,” said Armando
Guevara, who mans the reception desk at Andromeda Studio
33, which also does piercings.

What young people are seeing on television are people
like Grammy-nominated rapper Post Malone, the current
poster boy of so-called mumble rap, also called SoundCloud
rap or emo rap. The popular sub-genre is characterized by its
trap beats and lyrics that often touch on mental health prob-
lems and their consequences-drugs, meds and lots of sex.
Words are slurred and sometimes sung. From Malone to the
controversial 21 Savage, Lil Uzi Vert and the late
XXXTentacion, nearly all mumble rappers have face tattoos-
breaking with their elders who had little interest in the look.

And when the Mondial du Tatouage, the World Tattoo Expo,
opens in Paris today, the trend will certainly be on full display.
Shaggy Johnsen, a 22-year-old New Yorker who had Bugs
Bunny inked on his temple, admits he was influenced by his
favorite rappers. “I’m an artist myself,” Johnsen said, explaining
he’s a “freestyle” rapper. “It’s all about how you promote your-

self-how you bring yourself out.” Since getting face ink,
Johnsen says he’s only gotten positive reactions. “Everybody
likes it,” he said, adding that he loves cartoon characters, and he
might next go for Tweety or the Tasmanian Devil.

Adam Alonso says face art is a “mask” that he can hide
behind. “I’ve been hurt in the past so I don’t want to be hurt
no more so I keep a wall up so people on the streets won’t
even talk to me,” the model and rapper told AFP.  The word
AGONY is written under his right eye in large ornate letters.
Alonso insists the tattoos have not hurt him professionally.
“People think that when you tattoo your face, you’re not
going to make money. But nothing’s impossible. I still make
money,” he said. “It is to prove I can do the impossible and if I
can do it, anyone can do it.”

Guevara is not against face tattoos-he has several of them,
including a huge one inspired by pre-Columbian art that cov-
ers about a quarter of his face. But he advises clients to be
extra cautious before taking the leap. “If you’re going to do
something on your face that is permanent, think about it. Try it
out,” says the 40-something Guevara, who is of Nicaraguan
descent. Every morning for months, he drew his planned tat-
too onto his face, to get used to it and gauge reactions, before
he went under the ink needle. Many younger customers do
not realize the implications of what they are asking for,
according to Guevara. —AFP

Face tattoos: A trend 
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Armando Guevara works at Andromeda Studio 33 tattoo par-
lor in the East Village in New York. —AFP photos

Shaggy Johnsen poses outside at Andromeda Studio 33
tattoo parlor.

Could Meghan Markle really face the same fate as
Princess Diana? Britain’s newspapers on
Wednesday angrily challenged US actor George

Clooney’s claim that their treatment of Prince Harry’s wife
resembled the hounding of his late mother. Clooney, who
attended the couple’s wedding last year, on Tuesday
stirred up a hornet’s nest of discontent by accusing the
London tabloids of giving the new Duchess of Sussex “a
raw deal”. “She’s a woman who is seven months pregnant
and she is being pursued and vilified and chased in the
same way that Diana was,” the Hollywood superstar told
Australian magazine WHO during an interview in Los
Angeles. “It’s history repeating itself,” Clooney warned.
“And we’ve seen how that ends.”

The ending Clooney referred to was the 1997 car crash
in Paris in which Diana died along with Dodi Al-Fayed as
they fled the paparazzi. The tragedy triggered mass public
mourning in the UK and soul searching on the part of the
press. It turned royal reporters into villains and forced the
media to significantly alter its code of conduct. Pictures
obtained through “persistent pursuit” were banned and a
“reasonable expectation of privacy” had to be observed.
The arrival in British public life last year of the mixed-race
US actress put these new rules to the test with initially
positive coverage slowly giving way to stories about
“Duchess Difficult”. Meghan, 37, was said to have been
tough on staff, with tensions also reported between her
and Prince William’s wife Catherine.

Following months of unwanted publicity focused on
rifts with her family, the Mail on Sunday also published a
letter she wrote to her estranged father begging him to
“stop lying” and “exploiting my relationship with my hus-
band”. “You’re taking a letter from a daughter to a father
and broadcasting it everywhere,” Clooney fumed. “It’s
irresponsible.” — AFP

Meghan Markle hounded
like Diana? Hardly,
British papers say

Meghan, Duchess of Sussex arrives at the Natural History
Museum in London. —AFP 

Twin poses outside at Andromeda Studio 33 tattoo parlor.

Adam Alonso, also known as Rex Reid poses in New York.


